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Love Sarah

Cameo Cinema

NR | 97 min | Drama, Comedy | $10
A young woman wishes to fulfill her mother's
dream of opening her own bakery in Notting Hill,
London. To do this, she enlists the help of an old
friend and her grandma.
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My Little Sister NEW
NOW STREAMING
Acasa, My Home NEW
NR | 104 min | Drama | $9.99
In the wilderness of the Bucharest Delta, nine
children and their parents lived in perfect harmony with nature for 20 years until they are chased
out and forced to adapt to life in the big city.
All at Sea NEW
NR | 88 min | Drama | $6.99
When retired sailor Wally’s best friend Skipper
dies, he vows to bury his comrade at sea. Wally
enlists fellow retirement home residents to join
him on a madcap adventure to carry out the burial
before anyone can put an end to his scheme.
The Donut King
NR |Documentary | 98 min | $4.99
It’s the rags to riches story of a refugee escaping
Cambodia, arriving in America and building a
multi-million-dollar empire baking America’s favorite pastry, the donut. But, in life, great rise can
come with great falls. 96% Fresh Rottentomatoes.
Escher: Journey Into Infinity NEW

NR |Documentary | 81 min | $12.00

Feature documentary about the life and work of
MC Escher.
Food Club NEW
NR |Comedy | 118 min | $12.00
Three life long girlfriends travel to Italy together
to attend a cooking course in Puglia, and here
they each find the opportunity to redefine themselves.

NR | 120min | Comedy, Drama | $10
Switzerland's Official Submission
to the Academy Awards
Lisa (Nina Hoss), once a brilliant playwright, no
longer writes. She lives with her family in
Switzerland, but her heart remains in Berlin, beating in time with that of her twin brother Sven
(Lars Eidinger), the famous theatre actor. Lisa
does everything in her power to bring Sven back
on stage. For her soulmate she neglects everything else and even risks losing her husband as
she awakens the desire to be creative, to feel alive
again.

The Reason I Jump: The Inner Voice of a
Thirteen-Year-Old Boy with Autism NEW
NR | 82min | Documentary | $12

Meet a very smart, very self-aware, and very
charming thirteen-year-old boy with autism, it is a
one-of-a-kind memoir that demonstrates how an
autistic mind thinks, feels, perceives, and responds in ways few of us can imagine. Parents
and family members who never thought they
could get inside the head of their autistic loved
one, at last, have a way.

Shadow in the Cloud NEW

Family | 83min | SciFi, Drama | $12
In the throes of World War II, a group of Allied
soldiers prepare to take to the air in a B-17 Flying
Fortress. The all-male crew is caught off guard by
Captain Maude Garrett boarding their plane carrying a top-secret package. Just as Maude’s quick
wit and military knowledge is winning over the
leery crew, strange happenings lead to paranoia
surrounding her true mission.
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She is Ocean
NR| 98min | Documentary | $12.00

The director has selected these heroes, ranging
from the ages of twelve to eighty-three, in order
to create a portrait of women who share the ocean
as a common thread that binds them together. Exploring how the ocean has formed their lives and
given them meaning beyond the normal constraints of society.

SIN (Il Peccato) NEW
NR| 98min | Drama | $12.00

Written and directed by Andrei Konchalovsky, IL
PECCATO (SIN) is a gripping reflection on the
agony and ecstasy of individual greatness, and the
profound humanity behind the legend of the Renaissance - Michelangelo Buonarroti.
Some Kind of Heaven NEW
NR| 83min | Documentary | $12.00

Behind the gates of this palm tree-lined fantasyland, SOME KIND OF HEAVEN invests in the
dreams and desires of a small group of Villages
residents – and one interloper – who are unable to
find happiness within the community’s pre-packaged paradise.

Son of the South NEW

NR| 95 min | Documentary | $10.00

A grandson of a Klansman comes of age during
the early 60's in the deep south and eventually
joins the Civil Rights Movement. Based on Bob
Zellner's autobiography "The Wrong Side of
Murder Creek.”

Stand!
NR | 110 min | Musical, Drama | $10.00
1919. Stefan and his father Mike left family in
Ukraine, fleeing for the New World, where they
struggle to earn enough to re-unite the family. Stefan is instantly smitten with the Jewish suffragette
neighbor, Rebecca-but Rebecca's brother Moishe
and Mike oppose the would-be Romeo and Juliet.
Returned soldiers, angry at the lack of jobs after
the war, violently threaten the city's immigrants,

including Emma, the refugee from racist violence
in Oklahoma. When a movement develops for
workers to leave their jobs in protest, AJ Anderson, a wealthy lawyer, pits all parties against each
other in a dramatic and inspirational final stand.

Ten Days With Dad NEW
NR | 98 min | Comedy | $10.00
Antoine is the Head of HR of a big company.
When his overwhelmed wife goes on holiday
leaving him with the responsibility of the house
and their four kids, he knows it will be a piece of
cake. Antoine has drastically under-estimated the
mess that four mischievous kids can cause.
(French with English subtitles.)

The Weasel’s Tale NEW

NR| 129 min | Comedy, Suspense | $11.99
A retired actress from the golden age of Argentine
cinema shares a mansion with her husband, a
screenwriter and a director. They will do anything
to preserve the world they created for themselves.
Spanish with English Subtitles.

——————————————————Watching On Demand
Movies on your TV
Apple TV: make sure that it’s connected to the same
Wi-Fi network as the device you used to purchase the
film. Then, click in the playback window and select
your Apple TV.
Google Chromecast: make sure that it’s connected to
the Wi-Fi network as the device you used to purchase
the film. Then, click in the playback window and select
your Google Chromecast.

If you do not have Apple TV or Chromcast, you
can use a HDMI high speed cable to connect your
computer and TV. This cable is inexpensive and
can be purchased at Target and Amazon; it comes
in lengths from 4’ to 25’. For Ipads, you will need
an adaptor from Apple

